
TSCM Standards (Objectives) 

The road to self-discovery can be a fascinating journey! This 

newsletter is about implementing 

and maintaining a modern,       

standards-based and                     

balanced-approach within a       

TSCM mandate. As a somewhat 

different approach to the TSCM 

question, we will explore the       

ever-changing dynamics from a 

modern considerations perspective. 

Specific consideration is given within 

this very short overview, to the complex Electromagnetic       

Radio-Frequency (RF) spectrum environment; and advanced 

TSCM equipment resources, operator training, knowledge and 

experience, within a real-world working environment. Many     

of the concepts are derived directly and indirectly from the 

TSB2000 (Technical) Standard TM, and are implemented across   

a Software Defined Radio (SDR) environment. 

“New Technology Requires New Terminology to Better Define 

Modern Software-Defined Radio…” 

Today’s Threat Environment 

Radio-Frequency (RF) Threats have    

significantly evolved; oftentimes, well 

beyond the operator’s past training and       

experience. Threat technology has    

definitively evolved. Threat actor’s have 

also evolved! The challenge; threat    

actors are    targeting defensive TSCM 

program vulnerabilities. Technical      

operators and TSCM program             

administrators are slow to respond to 

change (Budget | Under-estimation of 

threat dynamics). Rapid administrative 

change is essential to remain relevant 

and effective! 

Operators are often faced with misleading and conflicting      

information! If you don’t know, what you don’t know, it is     

difficult to sort out fact from fiction, and relevant from             

not-relevant information! Technical Operator’s (aka Spectrum 

Warriors), are slow to change. 

There is a General Lack of Motivation to, “question the           

relevance”, or the “wisdom” of existing cold war era thinking. 

Operators continue to deploy obsolete equipment resources, 

and continue to deploy the same (obsolete) techniques and 

methodology, of decades past. Failure to deploy a maximum 

effort deployment standard, or strategy, set the operator up   

for failure. These factors cause ripples down to the very core    

of the primary objective of a reasonable and competent threat 

detection and localization approach.  

Modern Reality 

Threat technology has changed at the Speed-of-Light during   

the past decade. Operators struggle with limited professional 

level TSCM resource options. There is a limited availability of        

competent Technical Training | Skills Development. Often,  

there is insufficient training beyond the equipment resource.  

Recurring equipment procurement needs, bring significant 

budget challenges. Today’s threat actor knows what the       

technical operator knows, and more! Threat actor’s are          

advantaging 

Software Defined 

Radio (SDR)  

techniques and     

capability, for 

hostile offensive        

purposes. The 

Operator       

Defined Target 

Area (ODTA) TM   

is much more 

than the Just the 

four (4) corners 

of the facility, room, or area under review. A Total Energy      

Capture (TEC) TM approach defines a standards-based Antenna 

Placement Distance (APD) TM strategy. 
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Remember, in a Moving Target Threat Model the   

Technical Operator is the Spectrum Analyzer... 
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The operator must define (and understand) the known,          

perceived, or determined operational threat level. Without    

TEC TM and APD TM there are likely to be significant gaps in the 

detection strategy that directly impact the Probability of        

Detection (POD). The Functional Target Area (FTA) TM renders 

relevant RF actionable intelligence as an equal partner with the 

ODTA TM data in a Total Energy Capture (TEC) TM model. 

Energy capture must be relatively uniform 

and organized across the immediate and    

(at a distance) FTA TM, and (controlled)  

ODTA TM zone. When it is not physically   

possible to capture, FTA TM energy             

immediately outside the ODTA TM, energy 

must be captured in the extreme internal 

(exterior) perimeter of the ODTA TM using      

a proper body-shielding technique. 

Vilution Ltd. 

We would like to welcome Rebecca Kairouz, director of the  

United Kingdom and France based company, as our master   

distributor of the Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software for 

the UK, EU and other regional territories. 

Rebecca is well-positioned and qualified to provide direct      

distributor and end-user local customer support. Technical    

support, training, certification, and a wide range of new         

business opportunities and projects are in the works to 

better support our growing market share in the EU, and 

beyond. 

Our growing international distribution network continues to 

provide better focus on end-user support with local resources. 

This end-user focused concept is the very foundation that the 

mighty Kestrel ® business model, was founded. 

Rebecca has considerable experience across the technical      

security industry and can provide the end-user with exceptional 

support, based on real-world requirements. 

Kestrel ® provides a powerful real-time threat management 

enhanced, software development strategy to address new and 

evolving threat actor technology… 

Kestrel TSCM ® Professional Software is innovative industry leading, disruptive technology, sold in 57 countries worldwide! 
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